Abstract. A Sequential Element Rejection and
INTRODUCTION
A compliant mechanism is one that gains some or all of its mobility from the flexibility of its components. As a result, compliant mechanisms may be built from fewer parts, cutting the need for assembly procedures to a minimum. Other advantages are that they have less wear, friction or backlash and, as a result, no need for lubrication [1] [2] .
Initially accomplished by trial and error, the idea of introducing more systematic procedures to the design of compliant mechanisms captured the mind of researchers [3] . Two different design approaches were considered: 1) Lumped and 2) distributed compliant mechanisms. In the first approach [4] [5] , rigid body mechanisms were converted into partially compliant mechanisms composed of small flexible pivots and rigid links. In the second approach, distributed compliant mechanisms were obtained with the use of topology optimization techniques. Optimum designs were automatically obtained for prescribed design domains, boundary conditions and functional specifications.
The pioneered topology optimization method used to design compliant mechanisms was the homogenization method [6] . However, the most widely used topology optimization method for compliant mechanisms has become SIMP [7] . In this approach, material properties were considered constant within each element and the element densities were the design variables. The effective property of each element consisted of its density raised to a power and multiplied to the material properties of the solid material. The SIMP method was applied to a variety of compliant mechanism design problems [8] [9] [10] .
A number of heuristic or intuition based methods were also applied to the design of compliant mechanisms since the beginning of the 2000s. These were, among others: Genetic Algorithms [11] , Level Set Methods [12] and the Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) method [13] . The first two methods were also extended to cover further applications such as path generation mechanisms [14] [15], design of multiphysics actuators [8] [16] and non linear analysis [17] [18] [19] .
The third of the methods, ESO, was not implemented further due to two issues: 1) The unidirectional nature of the procedure; and 2) a convoluted objective function which included the output stiffness, but did not allow for the control of the ratio between the input vs. output stiffness. The method proposed by Ansola et al. [13] used the additive version of the method, AESO [20] . The method worked by starting from an empty design domain (most compliant mechanism) with material gradually added until the target volume was achieved.
The aim of this paper is to present a method that overcomes the problems of the ESO methods to the design of compliant mechanisms. For this purpose, a Sequential Element Rejection and Additional (SERA) method [21] is proposed, that adds and removes material from the design domain. The problem is defined as the maximization of the Mutual Potential Energy (MPE) and with the ratio between the input and output stiffness controlled using a spring model [6] . A classical filtering technique [22] is used to avoid the formation of checkerboard patterns, giving the method the necessarily mesh-independency. Different benchmark problems are used to demonstrate the validity of the proposed method. In each example, only one specific problem parameter is varied to prove that the method is not sensitive to the selection of parameters in order to obtain an optimized topology, making SERA a robust method to design compliant mechanisms. Figure 1a shows a compliant mechanism domain Ω. It is subjected to a force F in at the input port P in and is supposed to produce an output displacement ∆ out at the output port, P out . The goal of topology optimization for compliant mechanisms is to obtain the optimum design that converts an input work to a displacement or force in a predefined output direction. The mathematical formulation of this work is expressed as the maximization of the Mutual Potential Energy (MPE) (1) subjected to a target volume, V* (2). MPE max where: ρ e is the element density, N is the number of finite elements, and ρ min is the minimum density considered. A typical value of ρ min is 10 -4 .
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The MPE (3) was defined as the deformation at a prescribed output point in a specified direction [23] . To obtain the MPE, two load cases need to be solved: 1) The Input Force Case, where the input force F in is applied at the input port, P in , named with the subscript 1 in equations (3, 4) , Figure 1a ; and 2) the Pseudo-Force Case, where a unit force is applied at the output point, P out in the direction of the desired displacement, named with the subscript 2 in equations (3, 5), Figure 1b .
where: K is the global stiffness matrix of the structure; F 1 is the nodal force vector containing the input force, F in ; F 2 is the nodal force vector containing the unit output force; and U 1 , U 2 are the displacement fields due to each load case.
The spring model of Figure 1a is used in this work to define the stiffness ratio between the input and output ports. The artificial input spring k in together with a spring force F in simulates the input work of the actuator. The resistance to the output displacement is modelled with a spring of stiffness k out . This allows the displacement amplification to be controlled by specifying different values of the output spring.
As part of the optimization process, a sensitivity analysis is carried out to provide information on how sensitive the MPE is to small changes in the design variables. This sensitivity number in each element (6) determines which elements are to be removed or added so that the objective function is maximized (see [13] for a complete explanation of the sensitivity analysis). 
where: e 1 U is the displacement vector of element e due to load case 1; e 2 U is the displacement vector of element e due to load case 2; and e K is the elemental stiffness matrix.
SERA FOR COMPLIANT MECHANISMS
The Sequential Element Rejection and Admission (SERA) method is a bi-directional method that considers two separate material models: 1) 'Real' material and 2) a 'Virtual' material with negligible stiffness [21] . Two separate criterions of rejection and admission allow material to be redistributed from 'virtual' to 'real' and vice versa. The final topology is made of all the 'real' material present at the end of the optimization.
To apply SERA for compliant mechanisms, the concept of two material models and separate criterion is maintained and the driving criterion is necessarily adapted. Here a sensitivity analysis is performed and the resulting elemental sensitivity values are the ones that define the elements rejection and admission criteria.
The twelve steps that drive the SERA method for compliant mechanisms are given below, and can be seen in the flow chart of Figure 2. 1) Define the design problem. The maximum design domain must be defined and meshed with finite elements. All boundary constraints, loads and the target volume, * V must also be specified.
2) Assign 'real' and 'virtual' material properties to the initial design domain. Material present in the domain is assigned 'real' material properties and material not present is assigned 'virtual' material properties.
3) Calculate the target volumes to be added and removed in the i th iteration,
, (see section 3.1). 4) Carry out the Finite Element Analysis for the two load cases to produce the displacement vectors U 1 and U 2 . The elemental and global stiffness matrixes, K e and K, are also calculated as part of the FEA.
5) Calculate the elemental sensitivity numbers, e α , (6).
6) Apply a mesh independency filter to the sensitivity numbers. The optimization process has two stages: 1 st , when the process mainly adds (or removes) material until the target volume is reached; and 2 nd , when the same amount of material is added and removed until convergence is achieved. In the first stage, the target volume in each iteration is a function of the iteration number and is obtained differently depending if the initial design domain is full or void. If the process starts from a void design domain, the objective volume in the i th iteration,
, is calculated using (8) , and if it starts with a full design domain, ) (i V is obtained using equation (9) . For both case, the difference between the target volume at the present iteration, ) (i V and the previous one,
, is the amount of material that has to be relocated, (10) where: PR is the Progress Ratio, defined by the user. These two values are also different if the initial design domain is full or void. For an initial void design domain, a bigger amount of material is added (11) to allow some elements to be then removed (12). (12) where: SR is the Smoothing Ratio. Typical values of SR are 1.2 -1.4 so that an additional amount of material is added in each iteration and that same amount removed. The reverse is done for a full initial design domain, (13) and (14). (14) With this approach, a bi-directional procedure is used since the beginning of the process as material is both added and removed since the beginning and not only when the target volume has been reached.
In the second stage of the process, when the volume has reached the target value, the same amount of material is removed and added so that the topology can be optimized and the outline better defined until it reaches convergence. A typical value at this stage is the following:
where: N is the number of elements in the design domain.
EXAMPLES
Three benchmark problems are presented in this section: 1) An inverter mechanism 2) a crunching mechanism and 3) a gripper mechanism. For each example, a problem parameter is varied to prove the robustness of the method in achieving an optimized topology regardless of the problem parameters used.
The material properties used in all examples are the same. The Young's modulus is E=200GPa and the Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3. The density of the virtual material is ρ min =10 -4 , which is equivalent to 0.01% of the stiffness of the real material.
Inverter mechanism with different mesh densities
The design domain for an inverter mechanism is shown in Figure 3 . It is a square of size 200x200mm subdivided using square four node finite elements. In this section, the parameter varied is the mesh density to demonstrate the mesh independency of the method. A robust method shall achieve the same optimum topology regardless of the number of finite elements in which the design domain is subdivided.
The 3 mesh densities considered are: 1) Coarse, consisting of 400 10x10mm finite elements; 2) Medium, consisting of 1600 5x5mm finite elements; 3) Fine, consisting of 10,000 2x2mm finite elements. In all cases, the same input force F in =1N is applied and a stiffness ratio of k out /k in =1 is defined. The target volume, * V is 40% of the initial design domain and the filter radius used in all cases is r min =6mm. Results for the three cases are shown in Figure 4 . As it can be observed, the resulting topologies are the same for the three mesh densities and comparable with the optimum topologies obtained with other methods such as SIMP [7] or AESO [13] . As expected, the best definition of the topology outline is that produced with the Finer mesh (Figure 4c ). Although the features of the design are present in all the mesh models, the Finer mesh allows for better definition of the features of the design. An element size of 1% of the total length is reasonable for a good definition of the topology outline and it is the one considered in the rest of this work.
Gripper mechanism with different target volumes
The design domain for a gripper mechanism is shown in Figure 5 . It is a square of size 200x200mm subdivided using square four node finite elements. A 50x50mm square in the right side is removed from the design domain to allow the mechanism to make its role of gripping the work piece (modelled by the output spring K out ). In this section, the parameter varied is the target volume while the rest of parameters are maintained equal (F in =1N, k out /k in =1, a fine mesh, r min =6mm). The 3 target volumes considered are: 1) * V =20%; 2) * V =40%; 3) * V =60% of the initial design. Results are shown in Figure 6 . It can be observed that material is efficiently distributed to transmit the displacement between the input and output ports, even at low volume fractions (Figure 6a ). When the volume fraction increases, the excess of material is distributed where it does not affect the kinematic requirement and the hinges are maintained efficient for the mechanism purpose ( Figure  6b and Figure 6c ).
Crunching mechanism with different stiffness ratios
The design domain for a crunching mechanism is shown in Figure 7 . It is a square of size 200x200mm subdivided using square four node finite elements.
In this section, the parameter varied is the stiffness ratio between the input and output points. The formulation used in this work allows the displacement amplification to be controlled by specifying different values of the input and output springs as part of the definition of the problem. A method that obtains topologies for a large range of stiffness ratios allows the designer to represent any possible external conditions of the actuator.
The 3 ratios used are: 1) An elastic work piece with a stiffness ratio of k out /k in =0.01; 2) an intermediate output stiffness of k out /k in =1 and 3) a stiff workpiece with a stiffness ratio of k out /k in =100. The rest of parameters are maintained equal in the three cases: F in =1N, V*=40%, a fine mesh is used, and r min =6mm. Results for the three cases defined are shown in Figure 8 . The obtaining topologies can be interpreted as follows: In general, for a crunching mechanism without any stiffness requirement, the maximum displacement is obtained when the mechanism has vertical bars joining the input and the central bar. That is why when low output stiffness is considered (Figure 8a ), the obtained topology has nearly vertical bars between the input point and the central bar. The reaction forces in the output and in the whole mechanism are very small because of the elastic work piece so the mechanisms can "focus" on maximizing the output displacement. On the contrary, if the output stiffness is high ( figure  8c ) and, as a consequence, the reaction force in the output is also high, the bars joining the a b c input and output points are the most horizontal possible in order to better withstand that reaction force. An intermediate solution between the two extreme cases explained is obtained when the stiffness ratio is the unit (Figure 8b ).
CONCLUSIONS
The Sequential Element Rejection and Admission method presented in this work overcomes the issues noticed in the ESO method used to design compliant mechanisms so far. The main difference of this method with respect to other bi-directional methods that add and remove elements from the design domain is the separate treatment of 'real' and 'virtual' material. Separate criteria for each material model are defined to efficiently add and remove elements and achieve the optimum topology.
The problem of designing compliant mechanisms is defined here as the maximization of the mutual potential energy and a spring model is used to control the input and output stiffness. This formulation meets the flexibility and stiffness requirements necessary to design compliant mechanisms that satisfy the kinematic requirements and at the same time withstand the applied loads.
With the use of three benchmark problems, the proposed method is proven to be robust and versatile for the design of compliant mechanisms by means of topology optimization techniques.
